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GSAC

AIRBUS INDUSTRIE

A330 aircraft

A330-300 - Landing gear - Life limits (ATA 32)

APPLICABILITY:

AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A330-300 aircraft series, all certified models, all serial numbers equipped with
"Basic" Main Strut and Dressings (P/N 201254001-xxx to 201254032-xxx).

Aircraft fitted with “GROWTH” Main Landing Gear (modification 43029) or “GROWTH SCALLOP” Main
Landing Gear (modification 47487) are not concerned by this Airworthiness Directive (AD).

REASONS:

This AD is prompted by an incident that occurred in August 1998 when the Right MLG of an A340 aircraft
fractured at Landing.

Investigation revealed a fatigue crack initiation located in the upper part of the MLG main fitting
cylindrical barrel. This fatigue crack results from high steering and/or high towing angles when turning the
aircraft.

It was determined that all A330 and A340 MLG of any standard to date could be affected.

This condition, if not corrected could ultimately lead to a possible MLG failure on ground.

Revision 1 of this AD clarifies paragraph APPLICABILITY.

COMPLIANCE:

Note 1: Main fittings and torque links (upper and lower) of "Basic" Main Strut and Dressings (P/Ns
201254001-xxx to 201254032-xxx) listed in the following tables which have been fitted on the
aircraft listed in the APPLICABILITY paragraph of this AD shall not be removed and fitted to
any A340 aircraft.

Note 2: "Basic" Main strut and dressings (P/N 201254001-xxx to 201254032-xxx) are not certified for
A330-200 series.

1. To prevent the possible failure of a MLG resulting from fatigue crack propagation, the following life
limits are rendered mandatory from the effective date of this AD:
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The life limits of the Main Fittings, Torque Links and Sliding Pistons are as follows:

Basic MLG Part description & number Fatigue safe life limit
F std main fittings
201428311, 201428312, 201428349,
201428350, 201428363 & 201428364

13,000 landings or 30,000 FH or 10 years from entry
into service date, which ever occurs first.

Upper torque links
201254349, 201269308 & 201428303
Lower torque links
201254350, 201269309 & 201428304

13,000 landings or 30,000 FH or 10 years from entry
into service date, which ever occurs first.

Sliding pistons
201270304, 201270305, 201270315 &
201270316

16,000 landings or 75,000 FH from entry into service
date, or first overhaul of the Main Landing Gear (10
years from entry into service date), which ever occurs
first

Sliding pistons
201270313 & 201270323

19,100 landings or 75,000 FH from entry into service
date, or first overhaul of the Main Landing Gear (10
years from entry into service date), which ever occurs
first

Note 3:

• Landings/FH/years life limits quoted are for the Landing Gear parts as listed, not for the aircraft on
which they are installed.

• The entry into service dates are for the Landing Gear parts as listed, not for the aircraft on which
they are installed.

• When the listed parts reach the stated life limits, they must be removed from the aircraft and
destroyed.

2. For parts that have been used in several configurations having different life limit values, calculate the
remaining life potential in the present configuration (i) using the following formula:

where:

Tri = remaining time (landings/flight hours) for configuration i (present configuration).
Caj = time (landings/flight hours) accumulated on previous configuration(s) j.
Cpj = life limitation (landings/flight hours) in previous configuration(s) j.
Cpi = life limitation (landings/flight hours) in present configuration i.

Calculated total life potential =

Note: when using the above formula Tri, Caj, Cpj, Cpi are expressed in the same unit (landings or
flight hours): units can not be mixed in the same calculation.

After this calculation, if the life accumulated by the part in landings or in flight hours exceeds the
calculated total life potential in landings or in flight hours, remove and destroy the part. If the life
accumulated by the part both in landings and in flight hours does not exceed the calculated total life
potential in landings and in flight hours, plan to remove and destroy the part in order to comply with
both calculated total life potential in flight hours and in landings.

These calculations are required every time a part is moved from an installation to another having
different limit values.
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This Revision 1 replaces AD 2001-379(B) issued on September 05, 2001.

EFFECTIVE DATES  :

Original AD : SEPTEMBER 15, 2001
Revision 1 : NOVEMBER 10, 2001




